
 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

English 

We start the year focusing on picture books and 

exploring the stories hidden within them. We will be 

writing to instruct, entertain and describe as well and 

recapping on the grammar and spellings learned in 

Year 4. In Autumn Term 2, we will be studying longer 

narrative books as well as non-fiction texts, and we 

will be writing to explain and inform. A real focus this 

term, and throughout the year, will be reading and 

vocabulary and enjoying and using words to express 

ourselves. 

Mathematics 

The main focus for this term will recapping on what we learned 

in Year 4 and catching up on what we have missed. This will 

include multiplication and division of 3 and 4 digit numbers, 

fractions and decimals including 1/10 and 1/100, properties of 

2D and 3D shapes and place value of numbers up to 10 000. 

We’ll also be continuing our times tables practise and looking 

at different strategies to help us remember them. 

Science 

Why can’t polar bears live in the desert? 

What is similar and different between the 

life cycle of a frog and a human? These 

are just some of the questions we’ll be 

investigating this term in our exciting 

topics all about living things and their 

habitats. We’ll be using our scientific 

enquiry skills to investigate and observe 

as well as looking at ways to record our 

findings. 

Religious Education 

We will begin the year learning about our 

school’s mission statement. Then, our 

first topic is ‘Ourselves’ where we will 

learn about the qualities that make us 

unique. The second topic is ‘Life 

Choices’, where we will look at the 

importance of making good choices as 

well as friendships, marriage and Jesus’ 

mission. We will also spend a week 

exploring Judaism and finding out more 

about this other faith. 

Other 

Our main focus for this term will be to settle back into school after such a long time apart. We will 

be getting back into good routines and making sure we are ready to learn. We will be spending lots 

of time looking at our new school rules: Be ready; Be respectful; Be safe and learning how to keep 

our minds and emotions healthy and happy. 

Topic 

Our first topic is all about Greece. We will be studying 

the geography of this European country and 

comparing it to the geography of the Lake District. 

Are there any similarities between the two? We’ll also 

be learning about the ancient Greeks: who were 

they? How did they live? How did they help shape 

our lives today? After half term, we’ll be looking at 

Greek myths that tell the intriguing stories of their 

many gods and goddesses. We’ll also be reading 

‘Who Let the Gods Out?’ by Maz Evans, an exciting 

and funny story of a boy called Elliot who befriends 

the Zodiac goddess Virgo. The two accidentally 

release Thanatos, a wicked death daemon 

imprisoned beneath Stonehenge and so battle to 

save the Earth! 
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